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INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1 I Introduction

The Red Cross and Red Crescent Code of Conduct has been developed to guard the movement's
standards of behavior. It does
PMI shelter in recent major Indonesian disasters
not cover operational details,
Location/ Year
such as how to construct
M5,,i9iUIIMi4,,i·i·ifiNMA§i,,El,i§,IM
adequate shelter. Rather, it Tsunami, Aceh, 2004
50,000+
3,000
18,000+
seeks to maintain the high Earthquake, Yogyakarta, 2006
120,000+
12,000
standards of independence, Tsunami, West Java, 2010
3,000
1,000+
effectiveness and impact to Earthquake, Padang, 2009
16.252
516
1,000+
which the Red Cross and Red Earthquake and Tsunami,
Men tawai, 2010
Crescent Movements aspire.

I
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References - Principles of Conduct:

ICRC, IFRC, 2007. The International Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement at a glance,

http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Publications/general/at_a_glance-en.pdf
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Chapter 2 I Shelter Specific Concept

2. Shelter Specific Concepts

What is Shelter?

As professionals engaged in sheltering disaster affected populations it is important to clarify what
we mean by shelter in the humanitarian context.
The term 'shelter' is indeed very broad, covering
everything from a place where we temporarily seek
refuge from a storm, such as under the shade of a tree,
through to a tent, a hut, a public building or house.
Almost any physical object may be used by people to
seek refuge from harm and hence might be described as
shelter.

'Shelter: A Place giving temporary
protection from bad weather or
danger'
Oxford dictionary website, 2013.
Accessed 03.09.13

In the humanitarian context the term shelter refers more specifically to any physical space that
may be inhabited by people made homeless by a disaster:

The physical spaces used for humanitarian shelter vary greatly depending on such factors as
the cultural and political context, available structures and materials, the profile of a disaster
and the needs of the affected population.
Sheltering affected communities is about Communities
seeking
shelter
after
ensuring the right to live in dignity
disasters may turn to family and friends
to host them, they may shelter in public
buildings, in dispersed tents or organised camps or even in the remnants of
their former home. Shelter assistance may come in the form of temporary
shelters, barracks, rental properties, market interventions, training, materials etc.

I
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What remains common throughout is the right to adequate and sufficient shelter to ensure that
families can live with dignity and safety from the time their housing becomes uninhabitable
through to the time when they are able to return or progress to permanent safe, secure housing.
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As we can see almost any physical structure might be used for shelter but what is that that makes
one structure suitable for human habitation and another uninhabitable or inappropriate? What is
it that affected populations seek? By answering this question we can get guidance on what it is we
should try to provide.

What communities seek from shelter

Adverse weather- Such as storms, floods, droughts, heat waves and cold
• Secondary hazards - Aftershocks, communicable diseases
• Social conflict or unrest
• Evictions and forced relocation (security of tenure)
bO
C
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Space - to carry on the daily activities of life, including livelihoods
• Privacy - to change clothes, to spend time with your family and partner
• Security- from harm, to be able to return to work
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• Government services - Schools, Health facilities and Public transport
• Water supply- to wash, clean and drink
• Sanitation and laundry facilities
• Livelihoods- both through employment and other means
• Social networks, family and friends
• Religious and culturally important facilities
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• Environmentally
• Culturally/socially
• Religiously
•Thermally-ventilation, warmth, shade

10
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• Household contents to carry on with life - Bedding, clothing, storage, cooking and
• cleaning implements (NFl's)
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From the above table it is clear that the task of sheltering affected populations is not simply one
of providing a physical space rather it is about working with affected communities to assist them
to meet the above needs. Fulfilling all these needs may not always be possible within the bounds
of one shelter program by one agency, consequently effective shelter programs are designed
as an integrated component of a broader humanitarian response where elements of the above
needs may be supported by different sectors or actors. When the above needs are not all met,
communities remain in need of shelter assistance.
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Chapter 2 I Shelter Specific Concept

Shelter vs. Sheltering
Humanitarian agencies have traditionally view post disaster shelter as a three stage
process: emergency shelter, temporary shelter and permanent shelter. Although a three
stage process may neatly fit the way agencies and
Sheltering affected communities
donors are used to operating, it rarely reflects
should be seen as a process of
the process of recovery that most affected
incremental steps rather than
families find
themselves going through.
simply the delivery of one or
Rather than a neat three step process,
more products
families find themselves on an incremental journey,
beginning from inadequate and insecure
emergency shelter immediately after a disaster followed by a series of slow improvements
until they finally achieve adequate permanent safe and secure housing. These
incremental steps will varygreatlyfrom familytofamilydepending on howtheywere affected bythe
disaster , their ability to cope and the support provided to them. At many stages along this
journey affected families may find themselves turning to PMI and other organisations for
assistance.
Hence, rather than seeing shelter assistance as a range of products that are pulled off a shelf and
then handed outing three distinct stages, sheltering is a process of working with communities to
assist them on their journey in line with what is efficient and cost effective. This process involves
consultation with communities, analysis of needs, and from this an understanding emerges of
which direction differing sections of the community are heading and how PMI in coordination
with the government and other agencies can best assist these different groups with adequate
and sufficient shelter to ensure that families can live with dignity and safety.

Shelter as a pathway
In designing shelter interventions it is important to understand that prior to disaster striking
each family is already engaged on a sheltering journey. There are three considerations as below.

EACH FAMILY'S PATHWAY
We start our lives living with our families and over time this changes, over time we upgrade our
homes or extend to meet the needs of a growing family. When a disaster strikes each family is
somewhere on this pathway and where they are and where they are heading will affect their
sheltering needs.

EACH COMMUNITY'S PATHWAY
In the same way that any one family is on a
shelter
journey,
on
a
broader
scale
communities
are
as
well. To be
accepted by an affected community, shelter
interventions are targeted at an appropriate point
on the community's journey from traditional to
inspirational housing. Whilst one community may
accept living in a temporary bamboo shelter while
they reconstruct, others may find it degrading and
inadequate

•
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THE NATIONAL SHELTER PATHWAY
Under the guidance of its government, Indonesia is also on a sheltering journey. Policies and
building codes are developed to control and change construction from traditional forms of
architecture that may not have included adequate sanitation facilities or be structurally
sufficient to resist hazards to buildings that conform to new standards and building regulations.
Shelter programs will typically support the work of the government in assisting communities
achieve a minimum national standard of housing.
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Shelter assistance must be based on needs
As with all aid provision and according to the PMI and Red Cross Code of Conduct, shelter
provision is based on an assessment of needs. Shelter needs assessments often require the use
of specific shelter assessment formats. The identified needs of the affected population must be
at the center of a shelter program.

Shelter needs will vary across the affected population

b,O

Communities displaced by disasters may face weeks, months or even years before they are able
to return to adequate safe secure permanent housing. Some maybe displaced only temporarily
whilst others may never be able to return to their original location. The nature and length of
anyone family's displacement will vary according to a range of factors.
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THE TYPE OF DISASTER
While floods may leave families only temporarily displaced and therefore able to safely return
home after a few weeks, a volcanic eruption or tsunami may completely destroy the very land a
family lived upon leaving them with no physical place to return to.

HOUSING TYPOLOGY AND OCCUPANT'S STATUS BEFORE THE D ISASTER
Families living in a high rise building, those renting or squatting may not be able to return and
reconstruct their housing after a disaster in the same way as those who privately owned their
house can.
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In the aftermath of a disaster government policies and disaster preparedness may vary greatly,
providing instantaneous or delayed assistance, supporting relocation or reconstruction, these
variations may greatly affect the time and type of displacement.
Shelter assistance needs to be fine-tuned to both the profile of the disaster and the individual
needs and capacities of differing sections of the community. One off bulk shelter programs are
unlikely to meet the needs of all of the affected population, rather shelter programs can be
divided into sub-programs with each sub-program specifically designed to target the needs of
one section of the affected population. Each sub-program may be comprised of a range of
shelter assistance types delivered over time through a range of implementation modalities.
Palang Merah Indonesia
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THE COPING C APACITY OF THE FAMILY, COMMUNITY AND THOSE ASSISTING
THEM
In some cases a disaster may strike a well prepared community, causing only temporary
displacement, in other cases a disaster may strike completely unexpectedly or impact upon an ill
prepared community causing much more devastation and resulting in slower recovery.
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The transitional shelter approach
The shelter assistance PMI provides aims not only to assist families with their immediate
'Transitional Shelter: An aproach
rather than a phase of response'

Sphere Standards, 2011. p. 252

shelter needs but also assists them to transition
smoothly to safe and adequate permanent housing.
Ill-conceived shelter programs may address
immediate needs without assisting families to
transition causing families to become stuck o even slip
backwards on their journey of recovery.

As examples; constructing a temporary shelter
on the site of a family's future home may solve
immediate need while actually impeding
recovery, providing a tarpaulin rather than a tent,
may provide immediate shelter as well as a useful
future tool for drying rice.

Temporary Shelter or Transitional
Shelter?
Often there is confusion around the terms
"temporary shelter" and "transitional shelter".
A "temporary shelter" is an impermanent
structure built for a family to live in until a
permanent housing solution is available, whilst
the term "transitional shelter" refers to a con
ceptual framework that can be applied to all
shelter programs whereby the assistance PMI
provides does aims to not only focus on short
term needs but also assist families transition
to permanent safe secure housing as smoothly
and efficiently as possible.

A transitional approach to shelter considers
how the assistance PMI provides contributes
to the overall strengthening of the capacity for
recovery, at individual, community and
government levels. A key characteristic of a
transitional shelter approach is that the
assistance provided has potential to be upgraded
See also section 1Z (p. 103)
and/or reused in more permanent structures,
relocated from temporary sites to permanent
Temporary shelters built with a transitional
approach are sometimes called T-Shelters or
locations. They are designed to facilitate the
Transitional shelters
tran5ition to more
durable
shelter.
Transitional shelter responds to the fact that
post disaster shelters are often undertaken by the affected population themselves, and that
this resourcefulness and self-management should be supported (Sphere Shelter and Settlement
Standard 1: Strategic Planning, Guidance Note 6).
In some contexts the term transitional or temporary shelters may be unacceptable, especially
where reconstruction on a permanent site is possible. An alternative term may be "Progressive
Shelters", which are household shelters planned and designed to be later upgraded to more
permanent status.
Transitional Shelter Approach
Actions that hinder transition
Actions that hinder transition

Building a temporary shelter on the footprint of
a destroyed house making it hard to reconstruct

Build a temporary shelter to the side of the
permanent house site, with a potentially
adjoining doorway

Constructing core houses with improper
foundations makes it hard to extend securely

Designing a core shelter with strong
permanent foundations and upgradable wall
materials

•I
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Supplying temporary shelter to a relocated
community but not assisting with land rights
can leave the community being evicted later

Working with government to negotiate
for relocation sites that suit the needs of
the affected population whilst still
ensuring their safety

Providing temporary shelters that are
inappropriate so that families choose to
stay in emergency shelter

Consult with families to design temporary
shelters that are culturally, climatically,
environmentally suitable.

Rebuilding shelters or houses from materials
that communities are not used to, do not like,
or do not have the skills to work with, repair
or maintain

Construct temporary shelters from local
materials that are suitable for later reuse
in permanent reconstruction

Providing premade pre-assembled shelters
wastes an opportunity to use shelter to
upgrade skills

Incorporating hazard resistant
construction trainings into a temporary
shelter reconstruction program

Providing excessive assistance to families
in a public building may mean they have no
desire to leave

Ensure adequacy of shelter while
working with communities to develop
long term strategies
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3. Adequacy of Shelter
It is necessary to ensure that the shelter assistance PMI provides is adequate to the needs of
the affected population and in compliance with recognised shelter standard. This involves an
assessment of needs and a participatory approach of design.
In determining what may or not be adequate, there are a number of key points that PMI
volunteers and staff consider. These include:

Safe From Further Risk

Access

Adequately Durable

Adequate Size

Culturally Appropiate

Adequate Facilities

Environmentally Sustainable

Climatically Durable

*) See explanation in this chapter
While this manual is not intended as a technical guide to shelter construction, the following
chapter provides a brief introduction to some of the basic principles of ensuring adequacy of
shelter. The design of the shelters used in humanitarian response should be based on the
guidance found in the SPHERE guidelines along with the results of assessments and input from local
communities. Technical specifications may require input from local universities, engineers,
builders or architects to ensure structural adequacy.
This chapter should be read with an understanding
of the Transitional Conceptual Framework (p.9),
which highlights the importance of ensuring that
every shelter intervention is an incremental step
towards recovery .

•
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These 'adequacy of shelter' concepts
can be applied to all types of shelter,
from emergency to permanent
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• Safe from Further Risk
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SAFE LOCATION

1

A risk assessment will determine
whether shelter sites are safe from
further hazard, such as:
• Potential future disaster, such as fire,
flooding and landslide
• Remnant buildings with the potential
to collapse
• Social conflict or likely eviction within
the time required
Tie down is more critical on sheet roofed
structures than tiled roof structures as
roof tiles help weigh down the building

b.O
C:

:�E �cu

SAFE MATERIALS
Adequate shelters are designed and constructed from materials that are safe for both the
environment and the inhabitants of the shelters.

I

Materials of adequate structural strength and durability for the purpose are selected. Where
shelter interventions will involve mass construction,
Materials also contribute to safety
engineering advice on specific designs or materials
from vector born disease and pests
can ensure that safety standards are fulfilled.
Avoid the use of poisonous carcinogenic materials such as:

8
b.O
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• Asbestos containing roofing and walling materials
• Lead paints and toxic glues or finishes
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ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE
When assisting communities with their immediate
shelter needs it is important that PMI staff and volunteers
do not lose sight of the long term environmental impact
of our actions. Negative impacts to the
environment may place communities at
increased risk from future hazards such
as increased risk of landslides through
forest clearing.
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Resources are only renewable
if they are actively renewed
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The massive scale and short time frame
of large shelter programs create a great
potential for negative environmental
impact. What may seem like an
environmentally sustainable solution for
one individual house such as thatched
roofing or sourcing local timber can cause
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To ensure quality of materials is appropriate, it is good practice to work with communities and
local technical experts to define minimum specifications and simple quality control checks.
Where community based procurement (seep. 73 for additional information on community based
implementation) is used there may be a need for training householders on material quality or
working with suppliers to ensure minimum standards are adhered to.
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DURABILITY

Whatever shelter assistance PMI provides is
ideally chosen to last for as long as it will be
required by the affected family prior to
achieving permanent safe housing. Where
this is not possible multiple stages of
assistance may be required over time.

Post Yogyakarta earthquake response, the Red Cross
used untreated bamboo for shelters forecasting
they would remain habitable for 18-24months. The
decision was based on the national government's
commitment to disperse reconstruction funds within
six months and allowing time for families to rebuild.

Maintenance strategy

·cC .,,
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Where occupancy of shelters is expected to
be for a prolonged period it may be important
for PMI to work with community members
and technical experts to design a maintenance
strategy. To be effective such strategies use
local materials and skills, are low cost, well
documented and distributed to the
community.
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. Culturally appropriate
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What is considered as adequate and appropriate shelter in one culture will not be the same as it
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is in another culture. The skills desire and ability to build in a particular style or material will also
vary from community to community. Bamboo
Private space for conjugal rights, to
shelters built in response to the Yogyakarta
change clothes, sleep and wash can be
earthquake would not have been appropriate
an important safety and protection issue in the West Sumatra Earthquake where

bamboo was a less common construction material and not perceived as adequate for shelter. The
hip end roofs built on shelters in Yogyakarta were considered culturally strange and complex to
build only a few hundred kilometres away in West Java where gable end roofs were more usual.

Cultural norms and social activities vary greatly across Indonesia, what may be considered
essential in one area may not be needed in another. In some areas of Indonesia whole families
commonly sleep together in one bed or one room, in others men and women are separated, yet
others parents and children separated.
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Gotong royong 'is a concept deeply rooted in Indonesian culture which reflected in the
cooperation between a group of people to achieve a common goal. Communities under the

A

shelter program PMI would be mobilized and organized to begin the process of building temporary
housing based on community work or Gotong Royong. This system, which its effectiveness had
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Building
materials
Shelter
design
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• Which local construction materials are traditionally utilized or favored?
• Are proposed materials suitable to the cultural context?

1

• Are there spiritual, customary or ancestral values to be taken into account in terms of sitting
and design?
• Would traditional designs help promote heritage and ecotourism in the affected area?
• Does the design need to incorporate space for commercial/livelihood activities?
• Does the design allow home access for disabled/elderly family members (if assessed)?

Sphere Minimum Standard for Shelter, Settlement and NFl's also provides a useful checklist (Sphere
Standard 3, Appendix 1).

• Climatically suitable
One important consideration in ensuring that shelters are adequately comfortable is the effect of
the climate on the choice of materials and design. Although Indonesia is predominantly a tropical
country with a comfortable average annual temperature and high humidity, regional variations can
be considerable and may impact greatly on the comfort of those living in post disaster shelters and
hence their shelter assistance needs.
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DISTANCE AND HEIGHT FROM THE SEA

The mass of the sea acts has a stabilising influence reducing the amount temperatures fluctuate
from day to night. The further an area is from the sea both in distance and height will increase how
much the temperature will fluctuate between day and night. Communities living on the slopes of a
mountain face cold nights and hot days compared to the more stable coastal climate.
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DISTANCE FROM THE EQUATOR

How far a location is from the equator or the poles will affect how much the temperature varies
from season to season. Communities living in Flores face much hotter drier summers and colder
winter nights than communities to the north of them in Sulawesi, changing their shelter needs.
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Climatic consideration checklist
Does the shelter have adequate climatic features for the particular climate
Weather
proof
Light and
ventilation
Shade
Ceiling height

• Strong enough to withstand wind and rain expected in the area (see section on bracing and
tie down)
• Adequately waterproofed for forecast level of rain
• Adequately insulated for expected cold of night
• Adequate slope away from the edges of the building

QO
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• Adequate ventilation and light control to enhance cooling breezes on hot days and block them
off on cold nights
• Approx. 5-10% of wall area
• Adequately sheltered from east and west so as not to overheat
• Are there adequate outdoor shaded spaces for essential activities

A
B

• Is the ceiling high enough to reduce the effect of radiant heat from the roof and allow for
adequate ventilation? (commonly min 2.4m at walls)

Palang Merah Indonesia
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Eaves
Roof pitch

Clothes
and
bedding

Chapter 3 I Adequacy of Shelter

• Sufficient eaves to shade and protect the walls from excess rain and sun
(commonly 1/3rd width of wall height, varies on forecast wind and rain}
• Roof pitch needs to be steep enough to rapidly shed rain but shallow enough to prevent
excessive wind load. (Min and Max Pitch depends on roofing materials but is commonly 20-25
degrees. Below 10 is generally unsuitable for tropical areas and above 27 is generally unsuit
able for high winds}
• Does the bedding include protection from adverse ground temperature?
• Is there sufficient and appropriate bed covers and clothes for the climate

. Adequate facilities
The Sphere Standards sets a minimum standard for covered living space as
"...sufficient covered living space provides thermal comfort,
fresh air and protection from the climate ensuring privacy, safety and health
enabling essential household and livelihood activities to be undertaken."
The amount of space required for a shelter to be adequate for the needs of the affected
family may vary greatly depending on a range of considerations that have been discussed in
this chapter of the shelter manual. In the emergency phase of a disaster response where many
of the above factors are still unclear sphere provides a minimum indicator of 3.Sm2 per person.

WASH
The provision of WASH facilities is commonly handled by specialist WASH teams and hence not
usually the responsibility of a shelter program. It is however important that shelter programs
and WASH programs are well integrated to ensure that shelters are fit for human habitation
and safe from risk of vector born disease spread.
Coordination of shelter and WASH NFl's is an important consideration. Many of the tools and
materials used to build shelters may be the same materials or tools used to build WASH
facilities, NFl's distributed to ensure minimum standards of shelter may overlap with NFl's
provided to achieve minimum WASH standards. A coordinated and integrated approach can
ensure that the most appropriate NFl's are provided at the most appropriate time. Coordina
tion is particularly important where WASH and Shelter assistance are provided by separate
agencies.

Common WASH/Shelter cross over items
Non-Food item
Demolition, digging
and cleaning tools and
equipment

•I
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WASH usage
• General clean-up, well and
septic clearance and
drainage

Shelter usage
• Clean up from disaster damage
and demolition of dangerous house
remnants

UNDERSTANDING
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Construction tools
and materials

• Construction of
Sanitation facilities

• Shelter and House
construction

• Vector control as part of
Hygiene Promotion
activities

• Vector control as part of
bedding distributions

• Clean up, water
collection carrying and storage

• Clean up and cement and
concrete manufacture
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COOKING

Cooking is an essential
part of the daily
function of a home,
hence ensuring that
families have the tools,
equipment and fuel
with which to
cook
the responsibility
is
of shelter providers.
Cooking and serving .._________....;;;�---'
IFRC Kitchen Set
equipment, pots, bowls,
cups, pans spoons and forks are common non-food items distributed by the Red Cross. The
way people cook is greatly influenced by culture and religion. Ensuring that the cooking NFl's
supplied accurately match needs can be achieved through including representatives of the
affected population at all stages of the selection and specification process.
Cooking fuel is also an important consideration; this is of particular concern in urban disaster
and disasters where people will be displaced into one dense location for a prolonged period.
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SLEEPING
Having somewhere safe and comfortable to sleep is an essential feature of a home and
therefore an important part of the shelter assistance the Red Cross provides.
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It is important to consider what sheets and blankets are appropriate culturally and climatically
as well as ensuring thermal protection from hot or cold ground, and to consider mosquito nets
in dengue and malaria prone areas.
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IFRC Woollen Blanket

IFRC Cotton blanket
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• Access
Shelter solutions offered by the humanitarian community are sometimes abandoned by
communitiessimplybecausetheydonotsupportcommunitieswiththeaccesstoexternalservices
that they need to carry on their dailylives. Spherestandardsstates that adequateshelters provide:
" ...safe access to healthcare services, schools, childcare centers and other social facilities and
to livelihood opportunities".
Ensure access to all these services
When designing each component of a shelter
for affected population can be a
program, copy the concerns in the checklist and
difficult task and may be beyond
create your own list of the access concerns of the
the capacity or budget of one
affected population and the actions that can be
shelter program. As shelter
taken to assist them
programs
response to
in
disasters are unlikely to include
all of the above components, it is important for shelter programs to coordinate well with
government, local communities and other stakeholders and advocate for the needs of the
affected population that PMI assists. Assisting families and communities to overcome access
issues may be key to their ability to self-recover.

Access checklist

•I

Concern

Possible actions

• Are schools occupied by displaced people
and if so what are the alternatives.
• Have the access needs of all levels of
education from kindergarten to university
been taken into consideration

• Work with the department of education and the
education cluster to determine education options
• Identify through assessment which beneficiaries are
studying and check on their access issues
• Work with communities, government and other agencies
to address the additional financial impact on the
education needs of the affected population

• Have public transport facilities or routes
been changed due to the disaster
• Are shelters located with access to public
transport

• Assist communities to form transport pooling groups
• Work with local transport providers to develop new routes
or services
• Negotiate and advocate with government or other
agencies for transport support

• Can the affected population access all
standard government services
• Do they also have access to particular
services that have arisen as part of the
response such as being listed for
entitlements

• Work with community and government to identify which
services the affected population may need to access and
how best they can be accessed.
• Assist as a communication conduct through
coordination with government and clusters regarding
beneficiary information and details and government and
other agency programs information and details
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• Do communities have access to both
formal an informal employment and other
livelihood opportunities
• Do communities have access to a range of
suitable alternatives livelihoods to replace
no longer viable options

• Do communities have access to both formal an informal
employment and other livelihood opportunities
• Do communities have access to a range of suitable
alternatives livelihoods to replace no longer viable options
• Include livelihoods questions in assessments to gain an
understanding of past and present livelihoods.
• Work with communities, government and other agencies
to look at alternative livelihood sources.
• Design programs so that shelter programs themselves
create and support new livelihood opportunities
• Work with employer and employee groups to find
solutions for the affected population

• Does the affected population have
adequate access to maintain their crops
and agricultural resources
• Are access routes available for harvested
crops to reach market

• Work with government, clusters and other agencies to
determine land for agriculture or transport solutions
• Where longer term relocation occurs consider
including small agricultural solutions such as kitchen
gardens in shelter programs

• Does the affected population have
adequate access to maintain their crops
and agricultural resources
• Are access routes available for harvested
crops to reach market

• Work with government, clusters and other agencies to
determine land for agriculture or transport solutions
• Where longer term relocation occurs consider
including small agricultural solutions such as kitchen
gardens in shelter programs

• Are all religious groups able to access the
religious facilities that they require
• Are all religious groups being provided
with equal and appropriate support to
carry on their religious traditions

• Include religion in demographic analysis of assessments
and work with communities to determine if all religious
groups needs have been serviced.
• Assist affected population to communicate with their
religious organizations to seek solutions for access to
appropriate religious facilities
• Ensure that relocation areas have sufficient space for
suitable religious facilities
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• Can all members of the affected
population access adequate health
facilities to address their health issues
• Can affected families access other
members of their family or community
who may be temporarily or permanently
interned in a health facility
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• Work with government, clusters and other agencies to
determine how the health care access needs of the
communities PM/ assist can best be addressed.
• When designing temporary relocation facilities ensure
adequate space for temporary health facilities
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NOTE:
• Access issues are of particular concern where temporary or permanent relocation occurs;
assisting local communities to participate in the selection of relocation sites and assisting
government to identify potential issues can greatly alleviate unnecessary hardship.
• Consider access issues in host family programs as families being hosted may be quite dispersed
and potentially far from their original locations.
• Mass displacement to any one area may mean that existing services simply cannot cope with the
new influx of displaced people; PMI Shelter teams may need to work with other sectors to
ensure the access needs of those PMI assists.
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References -Adequacy of Shelter:
Asian Disaster Preparedness Center, 2005. Design and construction of housing for flood-prone
rural areas of Bangladesh.
www.adpc.net/audmp/.. ./housinghandbook/handbook_complete-b.pdf
IFRC , 2011. Shelter safety handbook. Some important information on how to build a shelter
http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/95526/publications/305400-Shelter%20safety%20handbook-EN
LR.pdf
IFRC, 2003. Water and sanitation policy
http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Governance/Policies/watsan-policy-en.pdf
Rumoh Loen DW, Loen Syurga, British Red Cross, Palang Merah Indonesia. Antiseismic basic
guidelines.
https://www.sheltercluster.org/ .../Antiseismic%20Basic%20Guidelines.pdf
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4.Shelter in the Humanitarian Context
As humanitarian workers board member, staff and volunteers of Red Cross Red Crescent
movement in making policy, decisions, and actions must be guided by the principles of universal
global humanity for the respect of the rights and human dignity and uphold the values of universal
humanity that apply to individuals and communities around the worlds. Application of the basic
principles in the process of sheltering needs to be considered carefully. As below can be used to
make some consideration in the implementation of shelter programs:
•
•
•
•
•
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Addressing the needs of the most vulnerable
Cross cutting issues in shelter
Participation
Beneficiary communications
Coordination and information management
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See explanation in this chapter
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Shelter Standards

0

International humanitarian standards provide benchmarks for assistance programs, aiming to
improve both the quality of program implementation and the accountability of humanitarian
actors. Within the humanitarian sector, The Humanitarian Charter and Minimum Standards in
Disaster Response (The Sphere Project) is universally acknowledged as providing the framework
for actions and the core principles that guide shelter and settlement response.
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Divided into four chapters, the minimum standards are
evidence based, describing conditions that humanitarian
shelter providers strive to achieve in any humanitarian
response in order for disaster-affected populations to
survive and recover in stable conditions and with
dignity. One of these chapters is dedicated to shelter,
settlement and non-food items, and provides key
actions, key indicators and guidance notes for shelter
programming, monitoring and the evaluation of outcomes.
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IFRC Shelter and Settlement Department (SDD) has
developed a series of guidelines for shelter, which are
based on recognised standards and best practice, this
includes:
• Sustainable Reconstruction in urban areas: a Handbook
• Assisting host families and Communities After Crisis and
Disaster: A Step by Step Guide
• Post-Disaster Settlement Planning Guidelines
• Owner-Driven Housing Reconstruction (ODHR)
Guidelines
• Cash Transfer Guidelines
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It is important to note that whist in most cases International standards are appropriate to the
context, there are also numerous instances which will require adjustment and rephrasing of
sections to meet local circumstances. When these cases arise, it is important that these
amendments are discussed with all stakeholders involved in the humanitarian response to clarify
and validate the reasons for making decisions.
References -Human Rights and Shelter Standard
International Development Law Organisation {IDLO), 2009. International laws and
standards applicable in natural disasters
www.idlo.int/publications/Natural_Disaster_Manual.pdf
IFRC, 2012. Assisting host families and Communities After Crisis and Disaster: A Step by
Step Guide
http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/95186/ASSISTING%20HOST%20FAMILIES%20AND%20
COMMUNITIES%20-%201FRC%202012%20.pdf
IFRC, 2012. Post Disaster Settlement Planning Guidelines
http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/71111/PostDisaster_Settlement_Guidelines.pdf
IFRC, 2010. Owner-Driven Housing Reconstruction Guidelines
http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/95526/publications/E.02.06.%200DHR%20Guidelines.
pdf
IFRC/SKAT, 2012. Sustainable Reconstruction in Urban Areas
http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/95526/publications/Urban%20reconstruction%20
Handbook%201FRC-SKAT.pdf
The Sphere Project, 2011. The sphere handbook: humanitarian charter and minimum
standards in humanitarian response.
www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/95530/The-Sphere-Project-Handbook-20111.pdf
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Addressing the needs of the most
vulnerable

1

As introduced, the work of PMI humanitarian sheltering is not purely the provision of one or more
products. Rather, it is focussed on addressing the
Humanitarian sheltering is about
shelter needs and rights of those considered at the
seeing who is recovering well and
greatest risk, and consequently the most dependent
who isn't; together with identify
on assistance. These groups are identified as the most
barriers and ways to overcome
vulnerable; often they will be those least visible and
these barriers
least known within a community.
It is important to understand that to be young or old,
a woman or a person with a disability or HIV/Aids does
not, in itself, classify a person as most vulnerable. Instead
vulnerability is recognised as being the result of the
interplay of factors, for example; a single parent with two
children who lives alone and is in poor health with no
economic income is likely to be more vulnerable than
a single parent with similar poor health living within an
extended family and with sufficient income.
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Effective shelter programs uphold vulnerable
people's
rights
and
provide
support
mechanisms for their pathway to recovery. Assistance
offered by PMI is designed to not place vulnerable
persons in a position of increased dependency
on aid and external support, thus increasing their
vulnerability.
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Typically, integrating vulnerable persons within a PMI
shelter program involves a two-fold approach;
• All shelter interventions which are undertaken will recognize and take into account the
presence of vulnerable persons and integrate their concerns.
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• A target response maybe required to ensure adequate protection for vulnerable persons
in accordance with their vulnerabilities and needs.
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References -Most Vulnerable:
IFRC, 2006. What is VCA? An introduction to vulnerability and capacity assessment
http://www.ifrc.org/GlobaI/Publications/disasters/vca/whats-vca-en .pdf
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Cross-cutting Issues in Shelter
Within every humanitarian response there are a number of cross-cutting issues which
overarch into all aid activities. They stretch beyond the key needs of survival and shelter, ensuring
populations affected by crisis will have the greatest opportunities to benefit equally and fairly from
assistance, whilst providing a foundation for long term sustainable recovery.
The following eight cross-cutting issues have been agreed upon by humanitarian actors as critical
within all humanitarian responses:

•
•
•
•

I
•

Gender
HIV/Aids
Older people
Disabled people

•
•
•
•

Disaster Risk Reduction
Children's rights
Psychosocial
Environment

References -Cross-cutting Issues:
The Sphere Project, 2011. The sphere handbook: humanitarian charter and minimum
standards in humanitarian response.
www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/95530/The-Sphere-Project-Handbook-20111.pdf
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• Gender

1

...

Men and women are affected differently by a
disaster. Clearly understanding the differences
in the roles and workloads of women and men,
girls and boys, their access to and control over
decision-making
power
and
resources,
opportunities for skills development, allows for a
more effective humanitarian response adhering
to the humanitarian aims of proportionality and
impartiality.

C:

• Minority gender groups not represented in
planning and preparedness due to cultural
and social norms
• Men dominating preparedness
consultations

• Consult community members and ensure planning team
has a sound understanding of gender issues and cultural
sensitivities
• Consider consulting men and woman separately
Providing a platform for all gender groups to contribute to
decision making

• Harassment of woman due to lack of
private spaces and distance to basic
services
• Women excluded from the task of
constructing shelter due to the perception
that it is 'men's work'
• Men and woman who are not immediate
family members sharing shelter increasing
risks of violence and abuse

• Providing gender appropriate sanitation, privacy and
lighting, while avoiding overcrowding, isolation and 'over
spacing', greatly reduces risks of sexual assault and
harassment
• Where appropriate provide opportunities for woman to
engage in new skills and trainings related to shelter
construction
Consider separate and private shelter for single woman

• Men experiencing social pressures and
disruption of livelihood opportunities to
provide for their families
• Lack of separation within shelters housing
more than one family
• Women excluded from the task of
constructing shelter due to the perception
that it is 'men's work'
Lack of livelihood opportunities for woman
linked to recovery

• Consider the impact of voluntary construction roles on
other economic activities
• Provide additional materials which allow for partition and
privacy

• Lack of construction knowledge and
experience leading to poor permanent
construction
• Tenure and formal ownership of assets may
favor men over women or vice versa.

• Consult community members and ensure planning team has
a sound understanding of gender issues and cultural
sensitivities
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• Elderly People

"C

Isolation and physical weakness are significant
factors that make the elderly vulnerable in a
disaster situation. A disaster may cause change
in livelihood opportunities and the ability of the
elderly to take care of themselves. Disruption
of family and community support structures in
place to care for the elderly may be disrupted. El
derly may also suffer from chronic health and
mobility problems and declining mental health. It is
important to understand the special needs of the
elderly, plan for how to address these. It must
also be recognised that the elderly have key
contribution to make to a community's recovery.
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persons due to local language constraints
• Overlooked in shelter preparedness and
assessment activities

1

• Adapt communication style to include older persons and
consider the use of local staff
• Take steps to ensure the community acknowledges the
risks and vulnerabilities of older persons
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• Older persons not represented in
community based committees and
• decisions regarding their livelihoods
• Isolates or housebound older persons
unable to access shelter assistance
• Increased risks of injury and exclusion in
shelter construction
• Physical environment is emergency shelters
inadequate for mobility impaired elderly

• Include older persons in community based committees
• Ensure older people are included in decision making
processes complaint mechanisms
• Incorporate age friendly features in shelter design and
settlements, e.g. ramps, handrails, grab bars, sufficient
space and door width for accessibility.
• Mattresses as NFI

• Complete loss of livelihoods and assets
• Reduced mobility and the ability to access
basic health services
• Elderly knowledge of locally sourced
materials and building techniques not
utilized

• Where possible include older people in livelihood activities
related to the recovery
• Include older people in technical shelter design throughout
the shelter program

• Design changes are required to suit elderly
people's needs

• Coordination with agencies who specialize in the needs and
rights of elderly in a humanitarian response
• Plan additional resources and budgeting to allow for
required shelter alterations
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References -Elderly Persons:
IFRC & HelpAge International, 2011. Guidance for including older people in emergency
shelter programmes
http://www.helpage.org/w hat-we-do/emergencies/guidance-on-including-older
people-in-emergency-shelter-programmes/
HelpAge International, 2012. Older people in emergencies - identifying and reducing risks
http://www.helpage.org/download/4fd728alb410b/

• Persons with Disabilities
Disasters and conflict can cause increased incidence of impairment and subsequent disability,
while persons with disabilities face disproportionate risks in disaster situations and are often
excluded from relief and rehabilitation processes. Furthermore, there are social and
environmental barriers that hinder their full and effective participation in society on an equal
basis with others, while the presence of these barriers prevent persons with disabilities from
fully and meaningfully participating in, or benefiting from, mainstream humanitarian assistance
programmes.

Persons with Disabilities Shelter Checklist
Issue

Action

• Difficulties communicating during assessments
and consultation process
• Unable to self-recover due to both physical
and mental disabilities
• High risk for violence, theft and exploitation
• Often excluded from shelter construction
• Design does not consider the needs of
disabled people
• Shelters and communal services are unable to
be accessed
• Increase in costs for the alteration of shelters
to make them handicapped accessible
• Access to specialized facilities and support
structures may be limited

• Adapt communication style and consider alternative
communication techniques
• Create community awareness and highlight disabled persons
risks and capacitates
• Consider community led security and monitoring programs
• Identify disabled people's capacities and include them in
shelter construction
• Consider appropriate access to shelter and communal services
• Consult handicapped specialist to advise on best practice for
disabled compliant design
• Plan additional resources and budgeting to allow for required
shelter alterations
• Consider engaging local organizations and governmental
agencies for specialized support

I
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References -Persons with Disabilities:
Handicap International, 2009. Guidelines for creating barrier free emergency shelter
www.handicap-international.fr/fileadmin/.../CreatingBarrierFree2009.pdf
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• Rights of the Child
Children often form the larger part of an affected population, so it is crucial that their views and
experiences are not only elicited during
emergency assessments and planning
but that they also influence humanitarian
service delivery and its monitoring and
evaluation. Children and young people are
prone to the harmful impact of vulnerability
in certain situations, such as malnutrition,
exploitation, abduction and recruitment into
armed groups and fighting forces, sexual
violence and lack of opportunity to
participate in decision-making.

Ill)

Rights of the Child in Shelter
• Lack of structures in place to cope with a
large increase in the number of orphaned
children within a community
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• Collaborate with local child care providers to recognize
capacities and plan for large increases
• Train local staff about child protection in an emergency,
introducing policies and tools available
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• Exploitation of orphaned children, including
kidnapping, sexual abuse and pressure to
join gangs
• Orphaned children unable to access safe
shelter
• Children excluded from participating in
shelter construction activities
• Education is often discontinued in a
disaster, e.g. school buildings used as
emergency shelter.

• Creation of safe spaces within shelter planning, design
and layout
• Engage local capacities to address violence and
exploitation, such as law enforcement actors and
support service providers
• Supporting community groups and families which have
taken in orphaned children
• Coordinate with other sectors, such as education, to help
children return to their daily routine.
• Support the relocation of affected people in school
buildings
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• Lack of understanding of potential
community and individual psychosocial
impacts of a disaster

• Build on community self-help strategies, promoting
community ownership and control of identifying prior
measures and instigating preparedness measures
• Tailor assessment tools to the local context
• Where appropriate use methods from outside the local
community and culture to build capacity and resilience

• Stigmatization and exclusion from shelter
construction activities of those suffer
psychosocial symptoms

• Promote inclusion and non-discriminatory service
delivery
• Promote the return of a functioning community social
support system, through the use of social activities and
gathering on local structure, such as schools, mosques
and community centers

• Dependency on external psychosocial
support aid

• Recognizing and highlighting psychosocial support comes
from within a community itself
• Encourage building of psychosocial support on available
resources
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• Trauma leading to an inability to fully
recover
• Inability to fully access permanent housing
assistance

1

C
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Psychosocial Support in Shelter

• Support community initiatives for durable family and
individual support for those suffering long term symptoms
• Actively involve local partners - do not treat them as
implementers of your ideas
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References -Psychosocial:
IFRC, Reference center for psychosocial support, 2010. Psychosocial interventions.
A handbook
http://www.pscenter.org/wp-content/up1oads/PSI-Handbook_EN_July10.pdf
IFRC, Website Accessed 04.09.2013. IFRC Psychological support policy
http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Governance/Policies/psychological-policy-en.pdf
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The environment provides the natural resources that sustain individuals and contributes to
quality of life. It needs protection and management if essential functions are to be maintained. It is
therefore necessary to prevent over-exploitation, pollution and degradation of environmental
conditions and aim to secure the life-supporting functions of the environment, reduce risk and
vulnerability and seek to introduce mechanisms that foster adaptability of natural systems for
self-recovery.
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Environment in Shelter checklist

e1

• Awareness on environmental issues and
concerns may be relatively low.

• Train local staff on environmental issues and concerns
• Consider policies and environmental initiatives to
understand wider environmental concerns

• Use of natural resources increase and
limited there accessibility to surrounding
communities
• Environmental issues can trigger disputes
between those receiving aid and host
communities
• Location of emergency shelter leading to
soil erosion

• Promote inclusion and non-discriminatory service
delivery
• Protection of environmental resources verified by
surrounding communities
• Consider site contours in site planning to reduce
likelihood of soil erosion
• Maintain as much vegetation cover as possible to
minimize erosion

• Mass production and the use of building
materials with high embodied, placing
strain on the supply of resources
• Over use and long term damage to primary
forests for the supply of timber

• Encourage the use of locally and sustainable sources
building materials where possible
• Support the foundation of community led environmental
committees to raise awareness and instigate protective
initiatives
• Harvest timber in the correct season to encourage forest
regrowth

• Contamination of safe water sources
• Disruption to livelihood activities associated
with the natural resources
• Overuse of firewood and fuel for cooking
and heating

• Ensure water sources will be protected from livestock,
latrines, washing, bathing and waste disposal sites
• Long term environment rehabilitation activities, such as
tree planting and small scale agriculture projects
• Alternative sources for domestic energy and identified and
promoted
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References -Environment:
IFRC, Reference Centerfor Psychosocial Support, 2010. Psychosocial interventions. A handbook
http://psp. drk. dk/ graph ics/2003 refe re ncece nte r/Doc-m an/Documents/ docs/
Psychosocia1%20interventions%20A%20handbook%20LowRes.pdf
IFRC, 2010. Environment and Climate Change. The impact of environmental and climate
change on human
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It is commonly viewed within the humanitarian community that in all situations participation
is a positive thing. When responding to a disaster PMI recognises that within existing social
groups, participation and community involvement are considered fundamental to sustaining a
well-functioning community. And different dynamics and social structures, determined in part by
culture, beliefs, values and power relationships, shape existing these participatory structures.
Therefore, effective shelter programs in
Indonesia have strategies for community
participation that are tailored to the type of
disaster, culture and socio-political context.
Whilst always aiming for the highest level of
participation as possible, PMI recognises that
in many cases that this will not realistically
be feasible. Therefore, communicating to the
affected popuation the expected level of
participation and clear details of what is
to be achieved by all parties, best ensure
maximum service delivery and success of
shelter programs.
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References -Participation:

IFRC, 2006. Working with communities: a tool box
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https://www.shelterclu ster.org/References/Docu ments/Working%20with%20
communities-Tool%20box.pdf
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Beneficiary Communications
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'We hold ourselves accountable to both those we seek to assist and those from whom we

11
12

accept resources.'
Article 9, Red Cross Red Crescent Code of Conduct

Information is an important prerequisite for people to participate in their own recovery. Effective
disaster response programs have established effective two-way communication systems as ways
to provide communities with information and opportunities to voice their opinions and concerns,
e.g. about alternative shelter solutions, quality of shelter concerns or lack of access to aid.
Effective communication mechanisms address that the information and communication needs of
the most vulnerable. Oftentimes, formal complaints and feedback systems are instrumental
to the successful implementation of a shelter program.
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Systems for beneficiary communications are integrated into the design and implementation plan of shelter
programs to ensure participation, transparency, ownership, mitigation of conflicts and effective
implementation:
• Effective beneficiary communication goes beyond one-way sharing of information, and instead forms a
two-way dialogue with the affected population
• Develop beneficiary communications and accountability with participation of stakeholders that ensures that
women, men and the most vulnerable receive information and have safe opportunities to voice their concerns
• Select context appropriate technologies and ways of communication
• use several communication channels, and link these to ensure that as many community members as possible
are reached, and that communication is consistent
• Be transparent about both positive and negative information, which will help build trust in the organizations
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• Establish formal complaints and feedback handling procedures that ensure safe, fair, timely response to
community concerns
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References -Beneficiary Communications:
IFRC, 2011. Beneficiary Communication and Accountability. A responsibility not a choice.
Lessons learnt and recommendations. Indonesia. Haiti. Pakistan
https://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/94411/IFRC%20BCA%20Lesson%20Learned%20doc_
final.pdf
IFRC, 2011. Beneficiary communication guide for the shelter cluster
https://www.sheltercluster.org/References/Pages/Shelter-Programming.aspx
IFRC, 2011. Beneficiary Communications Evaluation. Haiti Earthquake Operation 2011
http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Publications/disasters/reports/lFRC-Haiti-Beneficiary
Communications-Evaluation-EN.pdfl
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Coordination and Information Management

13
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• Coordination

·.c:

All humanitarian response requires good coordination to ensure the effectiveness, timeliness and
efficiency of our work. This is just as true for shelter as it is for any other sectors. As Indonesia's
largest shelter provider, PMI sees at as important to take an active role and participates ensuring
the fluent coordination of our efforts with those of other agencies and other sectors.
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To develop a common vision of what the affected population needs and how we can
best assist
Developing common
solutions
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Design and agree on common solutions to the community's needs
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Reduce Gaps
Reduce Overlapping
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Between the assistance provided by different agencies ensuring that some families don't
miss out while others are assisted
Ensuring that two or more agencies don't provide the same or equivalent assistance to
the same families.

Increase efficiency

Sharing resources, knowledge, skills, ideas and capacities to improve our combined
ability to assist

Ensure equitability

Ensuring that what is provided by one agency or in one area is of equal value or benefit
to that provided by another agency or in another area

Accountability

Ensuring that the work PMI does can be held accountable to other agencies, actors,
community and government

Transparency

Ensuring that the processes we use are transparent and public

Coordination of humanitarian response occurs both formally and informally. Formally
coordination in Indonesia occurs under the auspices of the National and Regional Disaster
Management Agency, BNPB and BPBD or in cases where they are yet to be formed through
PemDa and the SatKorlak system.
Where disasters are deemed to be
within the coping capacity of one
Participating in coordination does not mean
district BPBD in the district will hold
being the coordinator. BNPB and BPBD hold
responsibility, where the disaster is
responsibility as coordinators for disasters in
beyond the coping capacity of the Indonesia. All agencies are responsible to join in
district BPBD Province will step in and,
and ensure the effectiveness of coordination
beyond the capacity of the Province
BNPB takes responsibility and in case of a disaster requiring international assistance
the Inter Agency Standing Committee (IASC) Cluster coordination mechanism will be activated .
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Red Cross
PMI, IFRC, ICRC

Coordinating Agencies
(BNPB, BPBD, !ACS)

UN Agencies

Donors

UNHCR, UNDP, UN Habitat, OCHA

Military
(National, International)

Non - Government

--···-·····-_]

Organisation
(local, National, International)

CBO, Community Based
Organisation

Media
(National, International)

Private Enterprise

Academia
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Religious Assistance
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Organisation
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Formal coordination may in reality occur at multiple levels and in multiple ways, in many of which
PMI and the Red Cross movement may need to participate. This may include, national, provincial,
district level or even village level coordination meetings, departmental coordination meetings,
inter-agency coordination or internal Red Cross movement coordination meetings. Shelter
program representatives may also need to participate in coordination meetings with other sectors,
agencies and a range of government departments. It is important to weigh up the multitude of
coordination mechanisms that may occur and decide where and how PMI can best participate to
ensure the best possible outcome for the affected population that we are there to support.
Informal coordination in Indonesia. Where. more formal coordination mechanisms are not yet in
place or not appropriate for the issues that need to be discussed, Informal coordination may also
occur. Informal coordination may occur between different assistance providers at a local level,
sitting together to ensure that the rain water collections being designed by one agency fit well
to the shelter structures being designed by another, or that the livelihoods programs one group
are running can be incorporated as a supplier for another's program needs. Informal coordination
meetings often develop to address conflicts or issues that occur that need to be handled with
sensitivity and discretion. A remarkable amount of the coordination work of humanitarian
responses may occur late in the evening at a local cafe, outside the governor's house, or under
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the shade of a tree in the field. The importance of these mechanisms to the success of our
programs should not be overlooked.
Effective coordination requires:
• Commitment to the process
• Clear agreed objectives and strategies
• Agree responsibilities
• Good information exchange
Tools used for coordination may include:
• Meetings
• Maps
• Websites
• Mailing groups
• Working groups
• Shared databases
• Shared assessment and Mon Ev tools
• Shared simulations, trainings, or planning

I

•I

Triangle of coordination
Note: that sharing information is the
foundation
but also the lowest level of coordination

References -Coordination:
IFRC, 2012. Shelter coordination in natural disasters
https://www.sheltercluster.org/References/Documents/Shelter%20Coordination%20
in%20Natural%20Disasters-02.pdf
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Information Management
"Information management is an umbrella term for processes that take data in many
and transform them into the information and knowledge required for planning
forms
rent
diffe
and implementing humanitarian action"

1

....

IFRC, 2012. Shelter coordination in natural disasters
Information management is a critical component of any PMI shelter program, without
accurate information we cannot make intelligent decisions; without knowing the exact number of
houses destroyed and where we can't know who needs assistance, without knowing quantities of
materials used or shelters completed we cannot know progress. Data on its own however is not
information and information is not knowledge, and knowledge alone does not provide us with
the ability to act wisely. Information management is the continuous process of ensuring that
accurately recorded and tracked data leads to wisely implemented decisions, ensuring the best
outcome for the affected population.

Collation provides
INFORMATION

• Demographics
• Damage
• Risks Actors
• Beneficiary details
• Costs and supply
capacity

• What is damaged
and where
• Who is doing what
where and when
• What resources and
capacities are
available
• How much have we
completed

Analysis result in
KNOWLEDGE
• Where gaps are
• How we might assist
• How well
communities are
recovering
• How well our
programs are
progressing

·...e z 6
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GOOD INFORMATION MANAGEMEN T ENSURES WE ACT WISELY
Collection provides
DATA
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Comparison to
experience leads
WISDOM
• What Should we do
next
• What should we
keep an eye on
• What might go
wrong
• What could we do
better now or next
time

Information management in shelter programs begins with detailed assessments of shelter needs,
market capacity, beneficiary demographics and progresses into ongoing monitoring of program
progress, expenditure, rates of completion. Common data collection tools include spread sheets,
data bases, 3w's.
The quality and accuracy of the data collected in the field directly determines the information
decision makers have and therefore the wisdom of their decisions. Good data management is
essential to effective sheltering. The website www.sheltercluster.org is set up to manage
information within the shelter and non-fo item (NFI) clusterrs in an emergency, and may become
a useful resource in case of a large scale response.
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Introduction
As the second principle of the Red Cross Code of Conduct points out, the aid PMI provides is
calculated "solely on the basis of need". This is just as true for shelter interventions as for any other
form of assistance.
As shown in the diagram, a whole range of factors will influence the shelter needs of an affected
population following a disaster.
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This chapter outlines key issues to be assessed to determine shelter needs to inform the basis
of your shelter program design. The end of the chapter examines the basic elements of shelter
assessments.
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5. Profiling Disasters
The profile of a disaster
No two disasters are the same every disaster has its own unique profile. The profile of the
disaster will directly affect the shelter needs of the impacted community. The following section of the
manual describes a range of factors that will be at play in determining the profile of any one
disaster.

• Natural Disasters vs. Human Made Disasters
One division that may impact upon the affected population shelter needs is whether the
disaster is Natural or Human induced. Natural disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis and
volcanic eruptions are commonly politically neutral allowing greater space for unfettered
humanitarian response. On the other hand, disasters induced by direct human action, such as;
industrial, technological and transport accidents, conflicts or food insecurity may come with
political implications that limit humanitarian space.
The line between
natural and human
made disasters is
becoming ever more
blurred. More and
more natural disasters
are brought on by
climate change caused
through
human
actions. In addition
increasing population
density means that
and
both natural
human disasters may
overlap, inter-merge
or simply be hard to
tell apart.
Whilst shelter needs will vary more according to the nature of the individual disaster, the
ways in which PMI are able to assist may be heavily impacted by whether the disaster is
natural or human made. As the world's largest neutral and independent humanitarian agency
that acts in support of government the Red Cross commonly has greater access to both human
other humanitarian
made disasters and complex emergencies than many
actors. With access come increased responsibility and a need for increased
sensitivity.
Sheltering
the
affected
population
in
conflicts
and
complex
emergencies may require specific skills that the International Committee of the Red Cross
is trained to support. At all times though the Red Cross Code of Conduct continues to
apply, the humanitarian imperative comes first and assistance remains neutral and is based on
assessment of need.
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Natural Disasters vs. Human Made Disasters
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• Earthquakes, landslides,
Tsunamis, volcanic activity
Landslides, floods
• Extreme temperatures,
• Drought, wildfires,
• Tropical storms
Wave or T idal surges
• Disease epidemics, Insect/animal plagues

• Conflict or War
• Geo political Famine
• Crop Failure
• Social or religious displacement
• Industrial accidents
• Transport accidents
• Bushfires

• 2004 Aceh Tsunami,
• 2006 Yogyakarta Earthquake,
• 2010 West Java Earthquake,
• 2010 West Sumatra Earthquake
• 2011 Mentawai Tsunami,
• 2006 & 2011 Merapi volcanic eruption

• It remains unclear if the Sidoarjo hot mud volcano
was caused by a natural event, a mining accident or
combination of both
• Bushfires due to illegal logging practices in Sumatra
regularly caused evacuations
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• Rapid Onset vs. Slow Onset
Whether a disaster strikes a population suddenly or gradually greatly affects the ability to prepare
and respond, hence affecting how severely and in what ways their shelter needs are affected.
Natural Disasters vs. Human Made Disasters
'

Examples
• Flash floods
• Earthquakes
• Volcanic
eruptions
• Tropical storms
• Tsunamis

Common Characteristics
• Limited time for preparation and emergency
response
• Higher likely loss of household assets as there is no
time to save them
• Bulk of loss of life and injury happing as a direct
impact of the hazard striking on or within the first
few days
• High initial media and political attention commonly
fading with time

8
Shelter Specific
Considerations

• Initial shelter challenge is often
to get enough people under
cover fast enough.
• Temporary and permanent
shelter programs require a
strong focus on DRR and
construction training.
• Likely to require much higher
levels of NFl's to replace
household assets
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• Social conflict
• Slow onset
flooding
• Crop failure
• Draught
• Disease spread

•1
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• Loss of life commonly increasing slowly over time.
• Temporary or permanent relocation as families
choose to move to areas of which are perceived as
safe.
• May involve a range of secondary hazards, such as
disease caused by poor nutrition from draughts
• Commonly lower media or political attention.
• Commonly underfunded and under prioritized.
• Though other humanitarian agencies with national
only headquarters may not be called upon for
assistance, the Red Cross with branches across the
country is often expected to assist

Chapter 5 I Profiling Disasters

• May involve considerable loss
of household assets through
sale or abandonment
• May result in a mixture of
permanent and temporary
displacement
• Greater disparity in impact
between the rich and the poor.
More vulnerable members
of society will see their coping
capacity whittles away
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• Type of Disaster
Whether a disaster strikes a population suddenly or gradually greatly affects the ability to prepare
and respond, hence affecting how severely and in what ways their shelter needs are affected.
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Characteristics (shelter focus)
2

• Most common cause of displacement in Indonesia
• Displacement is often only temporary
• Some communities may require permanent relocation

3
4

• Most common cause of displacement in Indonesia
• Displacement is often only temporary
• Some communities may require permanent relocation
• Though rare, the greatest cause of death from natural disaster in Indonesia
• Large scale high level devastation and loss of life (Loss of skilled labour)
• Limited access to shelter materials and thus damage to the supply chain
• Commonly very graphic and visual so high media attention and therefore funding
• High loss of household goods, and lack of reusable material
• May involve a combination of temporary and permanent relocation

Flash Flood
(rapid onset)

• Likely to involve low loss of life as there is usually time for evacuation
• Devastation can be very sporadic across the affected population, varying from complete
loss of home and even land through to simple dust and ash damage
• Often involves a combination of temporary and permanent relocation

Earthquake
(rapid onset)

• Largest cause of permanent loss of Shelter in Indonesia
• Prone to causing large scale permanent, partial or complete shelter damage
• Typically has some potential for reuse of construction materials
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Landslide and Land
Slippage (rapid onset)

• Small geographical scale, though in dense areas may cause mass displacement
• Commonly requires permanent relocation and ensuing land tenure issues
• Commonly rapid onset

Drought or Crop Failure
(slow onset)

• Often leading to families relocating to be closer to assistance
• Often little or no housing damage
• May result in loss of household assets through sale or abandonment

Disease Spread or
Epidemic
(slow onset)
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• Often leading to families relocating to be closer to assistance.
• Often little or no housing damage
• May result in loss of household assets thr�ugh sale or abandonment

Tropical storms,
cyclones or tornadoes
(rapid onset)

• Commonly resulting in damage to roof structures
• Un-repairable structural damage or destruction of homes is rarer though may occur
• Families often seek refuge in collective centers or with host families
• Can lead to high level of loss and damage to household goods

Forest Fire
(slow or rapid onset)

• May lead to total loss of house and household goods
• Commonly short term displacement
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Insects or Animal
Plague
(slow onset)

Conflict and War
(rapid or slow onset)

Industrial Accident
(rapid or slow onset)

•
•
•
•
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Often causing secondary hazards such as food shortages and spread of disease
Often leading to families relocating to be closer to assistance
Commonly little or no housing damage
May result in loss of household assets through sale or abandonment

• May lead to permanent or temporary displacement
• All levels of social function may be disrupted
• High trauma
• Housing damage can be severe
• Assistance can be difficult to provide
• May lead to permanent or temporary displacement
• Needs are hard to predict as the exact nature of the event can vary greatly
• May result in loss of household assets through sale or abandonment
• Complex political and or legal battles may make it difficult to assist
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Urban vs. Rural

Urban density brings increased complexity and pressure, while rural disasters may suffer from
difficult access and poor information flows.
Urban vs. Rural

Geographical features

• Limited available land especially when multiple
story residences have been destroyed
• Land rights can be a major issue for the poor
• Rubble may impede access
• Commonly urban centers have strong and diverse
existing logistics pathways.
Likely secondary hazards

• Higher potential for mass social conflict
• Increased risk of epidemic and disease
• Increased dependency on food and water aid

Resource considerations

• Limited access to natural materials or resources,
mean dependency on earning livelihoods and
buying goods and services
Labour considerations

• More skilled professionals, such as architects
engineers and universities to draw down upon
• Residents may have limited construction skills
more commonly hiring in construction workers
Social considerations

• Higher access to information and media
• A wide range of potential actors
• Social networks can be more workplace or school
based rather than neighborhood
• Higher media and political attention
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Commonly people will seek shelter in

• Collective centers and public buildings and
temporary camps in sports facilities
• Continued use of remnants of houses
• Homes of family or friends
• Urban dwellers may have rural roots and relocate
temporarily or permanently to their home towns

3

4

Shelter programs may include

• Rubble clearance programs
• NFI distributions and WatSan facility upgrades to
public buildings and collective centers
• Increased sanitation training
• Skills training and/or bringing in skilled labour
• Market reinvigoration programs
• Negotiating with government and landlords
• Housing rental and or relocation assistance
• Host family support programs
• House renovation and structural assessment/advice
programs

8

Best practice in Dense Urban Response, requires

• Contingency Planning and Disaster Preparation
• Higher levels of coordination and communication
with multiple stakeholders.
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Institutional and legal considerations

• Complexity of multiple stakeholders, legal
frameworks, building regulations, etc.
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Rural Characteristics
• Damage may be dispersed and sporadic, increasing assistance costs.
• More access to natural resources for reconstruction
• Damage to water supply or loss of crops leading to lack of food security
• Lower access to health facilities placing vulnerable members of society at more risk
• Lower education levels and reduced access to information leading to poor reconstruction.
• likely to be more skilled professionals, such as architects engineers and universities to draw down on
• Commonly urban centers have strong and diverse existing logistics pathways (These may be damaged but a
range of alternatives may exist).

For response in urban areas IFRC/SKAT (2012) has developed the Sustainable Reconstruction in
Urban Areas -A Handbook.
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6. Housing and Settlement Typology
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• Housing Typology before Disaster

The way people are housed prior to a disaster will directly affect their shelter needs when a
disaster strikes as well as affecting how best PMI can assist them on their journey of recovery.

A displaced family that rented an apartment may be forced to move elsewhere in search of
alternative rental accommodation while a family who's privately owned home was destroyed
may choose to stay and reconstruct. All too often shelter assistance programs focus solely on
the needs of owner occupiers as they are often the easiest to assist both legally and practically.
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• Multi story housing
As discussed elsewhere in this manual dense urban disasters bring a new layer of complexity to
disaster response. When high rise dwellings such as apartments, flats and condominiums are
destroyed or badly damaged the footprint of the building and adjoining land is unlikely to be
sufficient to house the affected families (During the emergency response phase).

• Multi story housing
Indonesian pre disaster housing typology can be broken down into nine distinct categories:

I

I

II

Single Occupancy
(house or duplex)

Multiple Occupancy
(apartment, ruko, kos, hotel, pesantren)

1. Owner in a single occupancy dwelling

2. Owner in a multiple occupancy dwelling
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3. Rental agreement in a single occupancy
dwelling

5. Unclear or informal status in a single
occupancy dwelling

4. Rental agreement in a multiple
occupancy dwelling
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6. Unclear or informal status in a multiple
occupancy dwelling
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7. Living illegally in a single
occupancy dwelling

8. Living illegally in a multiple
occupancy dwelling

9. homeless
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• settlement Typology Post Disaster

In the immediate aftermath of a disaster affected families may be forced to seek shelter through a
range of options. Those that can, may choose to continue to live in their partially damaged homes,
whilst others may immediately relocate to a housing typology either temporarily or permanently.
Many however will seek refuge in one form or another of shelter.
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Shelter Considerations

3

• Engineering advice, relocation assistance or emergency repairs
• Household NFl's to replace damaged household items

Emergency
shelter on
original site

• Tents, tarpaulins and NFl's
• Tools and advice to demolish or make safe remnant structures
• Temporary shelter while they reconstruct
• Assistance with WASH and cooking facilities

Emergency
shelter on
different site

• Tents, tarpaulins and NFl's
• Tools and advice to demolish or make safe remnant structures
• Temporary shelter while they reconstruct
• Assistance with WASH and cooking facilities

Relocate to
standard
dwelling types

• Relocation or rental assistance
• Assistance to replace lost or damaged household goods (NFl's)

4
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• Upgrading of WASH and cooking facilities
• Emergency NFl's
• Assistance finding longer term solutions
• Assistance relocating or return
• Access and transportation

Formal camps

1

11
12

• Camp management and planning skills and advice
• Tents, tarpaulins and NFl's
• Assistance with WASH and cooking facilities
• Assistance with access and transportation

Informal camps

• Camp management and planning skills and advice
• Tents, tarpaulins and NFl's
• Assistance with WASH and cooking facilities
• Assistance with transportation
• Advocacy on right to use land

living with host
family

• Relocation assistance
• NFl's
• Wash and cooking facility upgrade
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7. Assesments

The Assessment Concept

Assessments are central to all stages of participation, planning and coordination, and helps
ensure that the shelter assistance provided over time remains appropriate and in line with
changing situations.
All assessments are based on the International Federation's vulnerability and capacity frame
work. This means that any assessment is carried out to determine whether a Red Cross Red
Crescent intervention is appropriate after considering existing capacity in the communities to
cope with the disaster.
It is important to consider the cross cutting issues within assessment to ensure the assessment
captures the condition of men, women, boys and girls, as well as families and individuals with
special needs, such as the children, elderly, people living with disabilities or HIV/Aids and the
most vulnerable members of the community.

• Assessments within the Disaster Management Cycle
Within a disaster management cycle, different types of assessments are carried out at different
times. Common to all assessments is that they are planned well to ensure that PMI gathers the
right type of information required in each stage to inform the planning and implementation
of an appropriate response, which meets the needs of the affected populations and is flexible
enough to adapt to an, oftentimes, rapidly changing situation.

SHELTER SPECIFIC ASSESSMENTS
In addition, a series of shelter specific assessments are typically carried out with the aim of
informing the planning and design of the shelter program, as per examples below. Please also
refer to PMI assessment guideline

Examples of shelter specific detailed assessments
Type of Assessment

Key Points

Housing and building damage

• To determine the level and type of damage to inform decisions about
appropriate shelter response

Households' preference for
transitional settlements and
shelters

• To map out individual households options and choices

'

Social and cultural context
analysis
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• To determine factors that informs settlement layout and shelter
design and methods of implementation
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• To establish available materials, costs and potential environmental
impacts of an intervention

Type of Assessment

1
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• To determine any potential risks to the affected population, staff/
volunteers, assets and project implementation

C

The following Shelter Specific Detailed Assessment Tools are found in the Annex:
Annex B. 5: PMI Social and Cultural Checklist
Annex B. 4: PMI Shelter and NFI Assessment Tool
Annex B. 6: PMI Market Assessments ( for suppliers, home industries, government ( general
and Department of Industries)

2
3

Planning of Assessment Activities

4

• Natural Disasters vs. Human Made Disasters
often times assessments are coordinated through the humanitarian clusters and PMI may be
called upon to assist. It is considered good practice to, as much as possible; coordinate assessment
efforts to enable effective coordination of assistance, development of standards and avoiding
assessment overlaps/assessment fatigue in the communities.

• What information is needed?
Different types of information are needed at different times to inform the response in general and
the shelter intervention is particular. Typically, the first question to ask when considering doing an
assessment is: What information is already available (e.g. assessments done by other stakeholders
or existing research). If there are still gaps in information, an assessment is required.

I

Assesment methodologies are
selected based on a clearly
defined purpose and the type of
information riquired

Typically, all assessments gather information to map
demography, community capacity and vulnerability,
risks facing the community, access to services and
response capacity of other stakeholders.
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Of specific relevance to a shelter program is information about people's settlement and shelter
situation at the different stages of the response management cycle, including:
Who within the community has selected which options for emergency or transitional settlement
and reconstruction and where;
• Level of damage to houses;
• Social and cultural factors that will determine appropriate settlement and shelter interventions;
• Market capacity to supply according to demand for materials and services related to shelter
needs.
• The different types of assessments will provide different types of information, as outlined in this
table.
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Chapter 7 I Assesments

DETERMINIG NEEDS

• The backbone of most field assessments. Especially suited to obtain technical
information from people obtaining specific knowledge (e.g. health workers,
farmers, head of village, a specific head of household etc.); sensitive issues (e.g.
sexual abuse, fraud allegations etc.); to save time when there is no time for group
discussion.
• Select key informants carefully: who has specific knowledge about certain aspects
of the community?
• Can be structured (questionnaire), semi-structured (checklist) or unstructured (no
points prepared in advance)
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• Tools that can be used in interviews or group discussions that are designed
particularly for informants, who are not accustomed to analyticalsurveys. E.g. Daily
calendars, historical timeline, seasonal calendar etc.
• Ensure to select tools that are suitable for the purpose of the assessment, and that
facilitators are trained in using them.

4

SAMPLING

Sampling is deciding where to do the assessment, and who to select as households to include as
informants. Sampling depends on type of assessment, and time available. For example, a lower
number of villages and informants are typically selected for a rapid assessment than for a detailed
assessment. Sampling may be either random or purposive:
• Random sampling: When livelihoods and situation is similar across households, a random pick
of households may be appropriate.
• Purposive sampling: If household livelihoods and situation differ significantly, a variety of
locations are typically selected based on relevant criteria, e.g. ethnicity, livelihood, urban/rural,
poverty level etc.
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THE ASSESSMENT TEAM
Based on type of assessment, information sought, and timeframe
for recruitment, an assessment team is prepared. These are things
to consider when assembling an assessment team:
• Structure of the team: who is required?
• Generalists, i.e. people with experience but no specific
technical background, e.g. architects and engineers;
• Specialists, i.e. one or more persons with specific experience
and skills;
• A multi-disciplinary team, which consists of people with
different types of technical experience and skills (e.g. livelihood
advisors and engineers etc.).
• To avoid local language barriers PMI recruits local volunteer
with relevant language skills
• Gender balance: It is generally good practice to ensure a good
balance between male and female members of the assessmen
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Chapter 8 I Designing a Shelter Program
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Designing a Shelter Program
- Chapter 8 I

Components of a Shelter Program
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Post dis aster shelter response programs are typically made up of a range of Assistance Types
that clustered together to form Subprograms which are targeted to particular sections of the
affected popul ation then delivered through an appropriate implementation methodology.
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As stated, the needs of a family who are forced to permanently relocate may be very different to
those of a family who expects to return shortly to their original home. The shelter needs of a family
whose rented apartment has been destroyed vary greatly to the needs of a rural family when the
house they own has been destroyed. For all of these families, their needs will progress and change
over time. Hence individual components of a shelter response are designed to address the specific
needs of a portion of the affected population at a particular stage of their recovery.
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Bathroom and Kitchen Upgrade

Cash or Voucher

Relocation Support
Hygiene and Safety Training
Cash Support Program

Transport Subcontractor
Direct by Voucher
Direct Distribution
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Chapter 10 I Ass

10. Assistance Types
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Introduction to assistance types
Shelter response programs are composed of a series of separate types of assistance combined
together to form sub-programs. As discussed elsewhere in this guideline, there is no particular set
of assistance that PMI must supply or must not supply. Rather what PMI supplies is determined
based on the needs of the affected population, their coping capacity, available resources, our or
ganisational abilities strengths and weakness and the support already provided by others.
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Assistance types can be broadly categorized into four groupings:
GENERAL NFl'S
General NFl's are the non-construction
oriented goods or products that PMI may provide to
communities to assist them in ensuring their
comfort safety and dignity. This may include:
bedding, kitchen equipment, clean up tools,
clothes, etc.
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LABOUR
Physical support that might be provided, this
may include relocation or evacuation assistance,
construction assistance.
CONSTRUCTION SPECIFIC NFl'S
Products or goods that will form part of the
physical construction of a shelter. This may
include construction tools, materials or
fixings.
13

ADVICE

l),O

Advice that PMI provides or engages
others to provide. This may be
technical or sociological and may be provided
through a range of forms of communication
including workshops, trainings seminars,
advertisements, negotiations etc.
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Chapter 11 I Implementation Modalities
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Implementation through or with government

...

Shelter assistance is provided to the affected population through or in conjunction with the government

Advanta es
• Supports and empowers government as the entity with
primary responsibility for disaster management
• May allow the Red Cross to leverage government access or
resources to the affected population
• May strengthen relationship with local government

Example

C:

Disadvantages
• May be seen to affect the independence and
neutrality of the organization
• Need to ensure goals and objectives are similar,

Example: PMJ Ambon working together with government in flood and landslide disaster in
2013, PMI watsan team serve as technical team to distributes water in community
supported by BNPB mobile water purification unit

Implementation through partnership with an NGO or CBO
Implementation through or in partnership withla non-profit organization with similar goals and objectives. (Less
common for the Red Cross)

Advantages

Disadvantages

• The Implementing partner may bring on board specific
skills or abilities that the primary implementing agency
lacks, such as technical language or cultural knowledge,
network or skills.
• May increase the capacity, speed and efficiency with which
both agencies can assist.

• May be seen to affect the independence and
neutrality of the organization
• Need to ensure goals and objectives are similar,
• Ensure red cross code of conduct is applied
• Other agency may be perceived by community as
the sole assistor

Example
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During the 2010 Flash Flood Response in Wasior, PMI worked with INGOs, NGOs and civil
society to provide services in IDP camps.

Cash or Voucher based Implementation
Where the community is directly supplied with cash or vouchers through which they can purchase their own
assistance (becoming a more popular method of implementation for the Red Cross Red Crescent with
development of specific Guidelines for Cash Transfer (IFRC, 2007).

Advantages

Disadvantages

• Empowering for the community
• Allows far greater flexibility, potentially ensuring needs are
better addressed
• Currently popular with donors
Ideal where markets are fully functional as it helps kick
start the economy

• Hard to control that funds are spent on items that
have been agreed upon as important for shelter
recovery
• Requires tight financial control
• Hard to control quality of construction
• Hard to control source and impact of procurement
• May not be appropriate where access and supply
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Example
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During the 2010 Mentawai Earthquake and Tsunami response, PMI provided conditional
cash grants to homeowners prepared to contribute their own investment*Jsee also case
study

References - Implementation Modalities
IFRC, 2010.0wner-Driven Housing Reconstruction Guidelines
http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/95526/publications/E.02.06.%200DHR%20Guidelines.pdf
IFRC 2007.Guidelines for Cash Transfer Programming.
http://www.ifrc.org/Global/Publications/disasters/guidelines/guidelines-cash-en.pdf
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Chapter 12 I Shelter Sub Programs

CAMP PLANNING AND CAMP MANAGMENT
Camp planning and camp management/coordination are very specific activities requiring specific
skills and training. The way a camp is laid out, its spatial planning, and day to day management
greatly affect how well sheltering objectives are achieved. The global Camp Coordination and
Camp Management (CCCM) through the leadership of UNHCR and IOM have developed specific
tools and training resources for this aspect of sheltering. It is beyond the capacity of this Guideline
to cover all aspects of CCCM hence it is strongly recommended that those interested or in need of
further support see the references section below.

I

References -Camp Planning:
IFRC, 2012. Post disaster settlement guidelines
http://www.ifrc.org/PageFiles/71111/PostDisaster_Settlement_Guidelines.pdf
NRC, 2008. Camp management toolkit
http://sheltercenter.org/sites/default/files/NRC_CMT.pdf

• Host Family Support programs
Example of a Camp and Camp Management Support Subprogram

I

Sub Program

Target Group

Host
Family
Support

Families living
with a host
family along
with families
hosting a family

Types of Assistance to be
provided

Implementation Modality

Family NFI kit

Direct distribution

Bathroom and kitchen upgrade
Relocation support
Hygiene and safety training
Cash support program

Cash or voucher
Transport subcontractor
Direct distribution voucher
Direct distribution

A common solution for families made
homeless by a disaster is to turn to
friends, family or neighbours for shel
ter. In many cases this may offer a
healthier and safer option than other
sheltering alternatives. Host families
and the families they host, although,
often still in need of support, are eas
ily overlooked in the rush to assist
those who may be more visually ap
parent, such as families living in tents
or public buildings. In reality support
ing families in their hosting arrange
ments can be an extremely effective
form of shelter programming.

Host Family Support in Aceh
In the aftermath of the Tsunami in Aceh concern about
families returning to high risk locations close to the coast
caused the government to delay authorising permanent
reconstruction. At the same time many humanitarian
agencies felt reluctant to support military constructed
barracks leaving many agencies unsure who they could help
or how.
A number of agencies, including the Red Cross, however,
recognised that many families had moved to live with
extended family or friends in village slightly further inland.
These families were in clear need of support and easily
assisted through programs that extended homes, upgraded
bathrooms and kitchens and handed out household NFl's.

Host family programs consider the separated, though interlinked needs of both the family
being hosted and the hosting family. Families being hosted may have lost many or all of their
possessions, their home or even family members. They may be injured or in need of support to ac
cess new schools, government facilities, find new sources of livelihoods. While their hosting family
may assist with some of these needs, they themselves may also be suffering from impacts from the
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and delivering a PMI shelter program within the project
management cycle Highlighting measures which are vital to
ensure the efficiency and effectiveness of assistance.

..
ANNEX

Chapter A I Shelter Case Studies

•

•

Various efforts were undertaken to speed up
the progress, among others:

•

•

•

•

•

Actively participate in the shelter cluster
and cooperate with the local government.
A volunteer command post was
established at all village levels aiming to
provide support and motivation to the
community.
Coordination meetings were conducted
every week at all levels, starting from the
volunteers command post in the field to
the PMI provincial office.
Technical
mentoring
and
direct
monitoring of activities at all levels were
carried out by PMI provincial staff and
IFRC/PNS.
The boards were activated as mentors and
per-sons in charge of the program, taking
on tasks such as field monitoring and at
tend coordination meetings at PMI district
and provincial levels.
Finance workshops were conducted to
help understand the shelter program
financial system.
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The effort of reaching the program target
led to the neglect of PMI capacity building

Determining the Solution
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The lack of a standard procedure on
shelter program led to a weak initial
coordination with various parties
(internal/external Red Cross), so the new
program only started to show progress in
January 2010.
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Picture: PM/ board monitors to the shelter
construction location in Padang Pariaman, PM/ West
Sumatra Province 2009
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Lessons Learned
• The shelter manual became the most
important
need,
as
it
would
become the basis of policies in program
implementation.
• Training is needed to increase the skills of
the volunteers and or PMI staff.
• The role of every structural level really
influ-ences the program's progress.
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